could use my name to help a friend of his with some political campaign.” Smith elaborated that Paris “… wanted
to donate to a friend’s campaign, but that he had already reached the campaign donation limits, so he wanted to
know if he could make a donation in my name real quick … and that was the extent of all he asked for.” Smith
advised that he did give permission for his information to be used, but never received any money for agreeing to
utilize his information nor was provided the money to make the actually campaign donation by check.
Smith indicated that Paris made the request for his information via a phone call, which Smith stated was unusual,
because he usually communicated with Paris via text message. Smith located the call record in his phone, which
indicated Paris called Smith at 12:45 PM on June 19, 2020. The caller was labeled “Ben” in Smith’s phone. The
phone number associated with “Ben” was (321) 239-3361. Per Smith, he received a second call from Paris
regarding the use of his information in April of 2021 (later identified as April 8, 2021, at 4:35 PM). Paris stated
to Smith, “ … if anyone came around asking about it [the donation], to say that, yes, I had made the donation, and
I knew the candidate, and I thought she would be good for the county.”
It should be noted that an open source search of the phone number provided by Smith for Paris returned results
from florida.gop/seminole/ that identified Paris as the Chairman of Seminole County Republican Party. Paris’
contact information on the website identified his phone number as (321) 239-3361. It should also be noted that
Paris was not the Chairman of the Seminole County Republican Party during the 2020 election.
OEI Inspectors met with Paris at his office at the Seminole County Chamber where Paris was the Vice President
of Operations (since February of 2019). During the meeting, Paris provided OIE Inspector’s with his business
card. Paris’ mobile phone number was listed as (321) 239-3361. Paris declined to provide a voluntary sworn
statement to OEI Inspectors regarding the information Smith provided. It should be noted that Senator Brodeur
was the President/CEO of the Seminole County Chamber during Paris’ tenure and that Paris, in his capacity of
Mayor of Longwood at the time, publicly endorsed Senator Brodeur for State Senate District 9 on January 28,
2019, and was pictured on Senator Broduer’s campaign website on the “Endorsements” page, listed as “Former
Longwood Mayor Ben Paris”.
OEI Inspectors obtained Paris’ and Smith’s mobile phone toll records via subpoena. The subpoenaed phone
records for Paris and Smith both corroborated the aforementioned two (2) communications via their mobile
phones, which consisted of phone calls. The first call occurred on June 19, 2020, at 12:44:27 PM to 12:46:06 PM
(1 minute, 39 seconds). The second call occurred on April 8, 2021, at 4:35:47 PM to 4:37:33 PM. The records
did not reflect any other communications between Smith and Paris via phone call or SMS text message with their
mobile phones.
Information related to Todd Karvoski’s Campaign Contribution
Karvoski was served with a subpoena to provide testimony related to the reported June 9, 2020, contribution to
Iannotti’s campaign. During the testimony, Karvoski reviewed DOS documents that depicted a $100.00 check
contribution to Iannotti’s campaign on June 9, 2020. Karvoski confirmed he resided at 2179 Lake Debra Drive
in Orlando, Florida, but noted the DOS document did not contain his apartment number. Karvoski stated he did
not make the reported contribution. When Karvoski was asked about how his information ended up on the DOS
report, he stated, “I couldn’t tell you. I never wrote a check…I’m not even a registered voter. I have no interest
in any campaigns, or any of that. But I never, ever wrote a check or contributed to anybody or anything.”
Karvoski also said that he did not withdraw any cash from a bank account controlled by him to be utilized as a
contribution. Karvoski indicated that he was not requested to have his information utilized for the contribution
that was reported to DOS.
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Per Karvoski, the only name he recognized on the DOS contribution list was “Foglesong”. Karvoski stated that
he had a friend by the name “Eric Foglesong”. Karvoski advised that prior to June 2020, he met Foglesong at a
restaurant in Altamont Springs, and would on occasion get drinks with Foglesong. Karvoski indicated that he
had not seen or communicated with Foglesong for almost a year. Karvoski recalled that the last time he spoke
with Foglesong was related an invitation for drinks after work, but Karvoski was not sure on the exact time period
and did not meet with Foglesong. Karvoski believed Foglesong’s work dealt with elections, but was not sure of
the specifics of Foglesong’s employment. Karvoski stated that he did not do any work for Foglesong related to
elections or campaigns in 2020.
Karvoski stated that he was not requested by Foglesong or any other individual to utilize his address for the
campaign contribution, and did not give permission for his address and name to be utilized. Karvoski also stated
that Foglesong had not spoken with him about the contribution information. Regarding how Fogleson could have
obtained his address information to use in the DOS documents, Karvoski advised that Foglesong once met with
him at his apartment prior to going to a bar near where Foglesong’s parents resided. Karvoski indicated Foglesong
was provided Karvoski’s address to pick him up.
Meeting with Eric Foglesong
OEI Inspectors met with Eric Foglesong and his attorney in Winter Park, Florida. Foglesong expressed his
willingness to cooperate with the investigation and speak to OEI Inspectors; however, declined to provide a
voluntary sworn statement. Foglesong indicated that he was an election consultant who assisted candidates,
helped fundraise through Political Committees (PAC), contracted work through his company Focus Strategies,
and had connections with media companies. Per Foglesong, during the 2020 election cycle, he attempted to gain
work through supporting NPA candidates.
Foglesong confirmed he assisted Iannotti’s campaign. Foglesong did not recall if Iannotti reached out to him or
if he reached out to her. Foglesong indicated that Iannotti was a willing candidate who seemed serious about
running as a candidate in the election. Foglesong advised that he and Iannotti communicated regularly about the
campaign via text message and email. Foglesong confirmed that he assisted Iannotti with the DOS paperwork to
qualify as a candidate. Foglesong stated Iannotti filled out all the forms herself, but that he filled out the candidate
qualifying check except for the signature, which was signed by Iannotti.
Foglesong confirmed he contributed $300.00 to Iannotti’s campaign and secured the contributions from Adam
Heath ($100.00) and Todd Karvoski ($100.00). Foglesong advised Heath was a long-time friend of his who had
also worked for him in the past. Foglesong stated that Karvoski was a friend who also worked on projects for
him during the 2020 election. Foglesong indicated the money for the donation came from their bank accounts.
Foglesong believed the money Iannotti loaned ($600.00) to her campaign came from her parents. Foglesong
denied any knowledge of where the donation for Steven Smith originated. Foglesong advised he was not able to
successfully raise money for Iannotti’s campaign through the election cycle, even though he had taken pictures
and developed slogans for yard signs, mailers, and a website. Foglesong also stated that Iannotti was not able to
raise any money on her own either.
It should be noted that Foglesong advised during the meeting that during the 2020 election he assisted Paris’
candidacy for the Seminole County Commission with developing call sheets for donors and assisting with
commercials for PACs supporting Paris.
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Voluntary Sworn Interview of Jestine Iannotti
OEI Inspectors and Eighteenth Judicial Circuit Chief Assistant State Attorney (CASA) Stacey Salmons conducted
a voluntary sworn-recorded interview of Iannotti in the presence of her attorney. Iannotti confirmed that she filled
out all of the qualifying paperwork submitted to DOS, except that Foglesong filled out the qualifying check in
her presence, but she signed the check. Iannotti also confirmed that she was present when all documents were
notarized. Iannotti advised that Foglesong assisted her with her campaign, how to qualify as a candidate, and
questions related to the timeframe to complete the qualifying documents. Iannotti could not remember how she
became acquainted with Foglesong, because it was “over a year ago”. Iannotti advised that she spoke with friends
about running as a candidate and named former City of Longwood Mayor Ben Paris as someone she spoke with
about running prior to becoming a candidate along with a mutual friend, “Doug Crawford”. Iannotti indicated
she knew Paris for several years as an acquaintance when he was Mayor of Longwood and that they had friends
in common. Iannotti indicated that she wanted to run as a political candidate to “try something new”, and to see
if she was “good at it”.
As it related to the campaign treasurer’s reports that were required to be submitted to the DOS, Iannotti indicated
that she filled out the reports and submitted them; however, Iannotti could not remember how she filled out the
reports or if she submitted them via mail or online. Iannotti advised she may have filled out a report with
Foglesong’s assistance. Per Iannotti, Foglesong also assisted her throughout the campaign by answering any
questions and assisting with putting her in contact with a company that created websites.
Iannotti was asked how she received campaign donations that went into her account. Iannotti stated, “Uh, due to
the time crunch and everything, um, it was cash that I deposited into the account, um, in order for me to be able
to write a check and be sent in for to be qualified on time.” Iannotti was asked if all of the money was cash that
was deposited into the campaign account ($1,200.00 total), Iannotti’s response was “Yes.” Iannotti was asked if
she received a personal check or cash from individuals, she responded, “It was cash.” Subsequent to this statement
from Iannotti, her attorney requested a moment to go off the record and speak with Iannotti, which was granted.
After the interview resumed, Iannotti changed her previous statement regarding the campaign contributions.
Iannotti stated, “Okay. Uh, where I got misconstrued earlier, um, so the cash that was deposited was from me,
myself. Um, I opened the account with $100, and everything and then later on, I deposited $500. The rest was
checks.” Iannotti could not provide details on when she received the checks. When asked, Iannotti stated; “Uh,
I received them, uh, from Eric Foglesong because he helped me with looking for people who might be interested
in contributing to my campaign.”
Regarding the donors, Iannotti advised that Foglesong provided the names of the individuals who donated to her
campaign. Iannotti stated that Foglesong told her Todd (Karvoski) donated to her campaign because her name
sounded interesting. As it related to Heath and Smith, Iannotti recalled that one of them was related to Paris, but
she learned that information through a newspaper article. Iannotti advised that she did not meet with or interact
with any of the donors in person, except for Foglesong. Iannotti advised she may have met Paris’ relative in the
past due to her acquaintance with Paris.
It should be noted, upon being questioned about discrepancies with information related to Smith’s donation and
the receipt of donation checks, Iannotti, with her attorney, declined to provide any further information under oath
at that time. Iannotti, through her attorney, agreed to provide copies of Iannotti’s Bank of America Campaign
Account (Campaign Account) statements via email. Iannotti’s attorney provided her Campaign Account (#
) statements for June 8, 2020, through November 30, 2020, which revealed the following:
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OEI Inspectors also obtained Iannotti’s personal Bank of America account records (#
) by
subpoena. The records from Iannotti’s personal Bank of America account (Personal Account) confirmed she
initially funded the Campaign Account on June 8, 2020, with $100.00 by electronic transfer when the Campaign
Account was opened.
It should be noted that the information gleaned from the records review from Iannotti’s campaign and personal
bank accounts corroborated Iannotti’s initial statement during her interview that the deposits to her campaign
account were made in cash; and furthermore, contradicted her second statement that the deposits were made
through checks.
Text Messages Provided by James Foglesong
OEI Inspectors received and reviewed one (1) thumb drive from Foglesong’s attorney that contained 215 images
(screenshots) reportedly of the electronic communications (text messages) between Foglesong and Iannotti during
the campaign. The image file names were sequential from IMG_3297 to IMG_3511. It should be noted that the
images depicted below are from segments of text messages; the full image of where the information was obtained
are located in Appendix A of this summary. Additionally, OEI Inspectors subpoenaed records from Sprint/TMobile for call and SMS text toll records for Foglesong’s mobile phone (321) 202-4110, Iannotti’s mobile phone
(407) 340-8458, and Paris’ mobile phone (321) 239-3361. The following information was revealed from the
communications:
The text messages between Foglesong (blue text and/or green text) and Iannotti (grey text) indicated they first
communicated during a phone conversation on May 29, 2020. The first text message exchange was from
Foglesong to Iannotti (May 29, 2020 at 9:42PM) and stated:

Foglesong’s and Iannotti’s phone records corroborated that the first phone call and text message communication
with each other was on May 29, 2020. Two (2) phone calls were made to Foglesong by Iannotti that appeared to
go to voicemail at approximately 12:59 PM and approximately 9:04 PM. Subsequently at 9:06:29 PM, Foglesong
called Iannotti and the call was connected for approximately 32 minutes. The call ended at 9:39:13 PM, just prior
to the aforementioned text message. It should be noted that Iannotti’s and Paris’ phone records revealed they
directly communicated with each other. The first communication contained within Iannotti’s and Paris’ phone
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records also occurred on May 29, 2020, at 09:06:09 AM. Paris called Iannotti, which was connected for
approximately 5 minutes and 35 seconds.
Messages between June 4, through June 12, 2020, indicated that Foglesong advised Iannotti on the multiple steps
of the qualifying process as a candidate by helping her with all qualifying forms, registering Iannotti to vote in
Seminole County (inactive to active voter), assisting with getting documents notarized, helping to open Iannotti’s
campaign account (in person), and sending the qualifying check to the DOS from New Orleans, Louisiana.
Foglesong also communicated about trying to secure contributions for Iannotti’s campaign.
As it related to the deposit of funds into Iannotti’s Campaign Account:
Foglesong stated via text message to Iannotti on June 9, 2020:

Foglesong and Iannotti later communicated on June 9, 2020, about depositing the contributions:

It should be noted, that contrary to the information contained in the above text exchange, per F.S.S. 106.09(1)(a)
and (b), no individual may make a cash contribution in excess of $50.00 per election, and no candidate can accept
a cash contribution from the same contributor in excess of $50.00 per election.
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Per the aforementioned Campaign Account records, $1,200.00 was deposited into the account on June 10, 2020,
at 3:02 PM. Foglesong and Iannotti communicated the following via text message regarding the deposit:

Foglesong’s and Iannotti’s phone records indicated that in addition to the text, they communicated via phone at
9:36:39 AM, when Foglesong called Iannotti. The phone call was connected for approximately 6 minutes and 30
seconds.
Additionally, on June 10, 2020, Iannotti sent a picture to Foglesong that depicted a Bank of America customer
receipt for a deposit into a checking account (last four digits
) for $1,200.00. The receipt indicated the
deposit occurred at 1502 hours (3:02 PM) on June 10, 2020. Subsequently, Foglesong texted Iannotti that he
was at a UPS store and sent the following images of the qualifying check to Iannotti and the receipt from the UPS
store in New Orleans.
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It should be noted, that prior to the submission of the Campaign Treasurer’s Report (5:03 PM), Foglesong’s and
Iannotti’s phone records indicated they communicated at 4:33:17 PM for 1 minutes and 50 seconds.
Phone Records Related to Ben Paris on June 19, 2020
As previously addressed, Paris’ cousin, Smith advised to OEI Inspectors he did not provide a check to make the
donation to Iannotti’s campaign; he indicated he was requested by Paris for his name address to be used at
approximately 12:45 PM on June 19, 2020 (9 days after the deposit was made into Iannotti’s Campaign Account).
Prior to 12:45 PM, Paris’ and Foglesong’s phone records revealed they communicated or attempted to
communicate multiple times on June 19, 2020. Notable was that Foglesong called Paris at 12:04:35 PM (the call
was connected for approximately 90 seconds). Paris’ and Smith’s phone records confirmed the phone call as
reported by Smith, which occurred at 12:44:26 PM and was connected until 12:46:06 PM (the call was connected
for approximately 99 seconds). The next communication Paris made per his phone records was a text message to
Foglesong at 12:48:04 PM.
Additional Information about Iannotti’s Campaign Contributions
Further discussions about campaign contributions occurred by text messages between Iannotti and Foglesong on
July 10, 2020, which corroborated Iannotti only loaned herself $100.00, not $600.00 total:
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It should be noted that on July 10, 2020, the Iannotti’s Personal Account only had approximately $41.00 when
she made these communications with Foglesong.
On September 20, 2020, Iannotti and Foglesong further discussed the campaign contributions and method of the
deposit of the contribution:

It should be noted that Iannotti’s Personal Account records reflected a $1,200.00 withdrawal of cash on June 5,
2020, during her first attempt to open the Campaign Account. The aforementioned text message exchanges
between Iannotti and Foglesong demonstrate that Iannotti did not use her cash to fund her Campaign Account nor
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loan an additional $500.00 as reported on the Campaign Treasure’s Report; the only amount Iannotti is concerned
about being reimbursed is $100.00.
On September 23, 2021, Iannotti advised Foglesong she spoke with Paris. It should be noted that this was one
(1) day after OEI Inspectors located and spoke with Iannotti about the investigation:

Iannotti’s and Foglesong’s phone records depicted Iannotti texted Foglesong at 7:23:28 PM on September 23,
2021. Subsequently, at 7:39:53 PM, Iannotti called Paris; the call was connected for approximately 5 minutes
and 24 seconds, according to Iannotti’s and Paris’ phone records. Iannotti texted Foglesong at 7:50:27 PM, and
relayed the information depicted above from her conversation with Paris.
Due to the text exchange and Iannotti’s sworn statement mentioning Doug Crawford, OEI Inspectors contacted
Crawford, who confirmed he was acquainted with Iannotti and Paris. Crawford advised that he may have vaguely
discussed Iannotti running for office in the past, but recalled being surprised to see her name on the ballot in 2020.
Crawford did not remember reporters reaching out to speak with him about Iannotti’s candidacy. Iannotti’s phone
records confirmed communication or attempted communication on four (4) dates before she qualified as a
candidate. Regarding the aforementioned text exchange, Iannotti’s phone records confirmed two (2) outgoing
phone calls to Crawford on September 23, 2021; the first was call was at 9:47:04 AM (duration of call was 60
seconds), the second was at 7:45:44 PM (duration of call was 3 minutes and 7 seconds). Paris’ phone records did
not reveal communications between Paris and Crawford.
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2020 election cycle, and Iannotti was submitting paperwork to DOS to rectify an issue with paperwork
she previously submitted to DOS before 12:00 PM to qualify as a candidate.
•

Per reviewed text messages, on June 19, 2020, at approximately 3:43 PM, Foglesong revealed he set up
Iannotti’s password and access to the DOS EFS portal. Additionally, Foglesong and Iannotti reviewed
the information in the Campaign Treasurer’s Report prior to it being submitted. Foglesong stated via text,
“Their system audits reports so all info is there. You want to look at before I send in?” Foglesong then
texted Iannotti, “Ok try now. Should show $600 loan from you. $100 initial … $500 for qualifying”.

•

Per reviewed texts messages, on June 19, 2020, Foglesong identified the contributors as Steven Smith,
Adam Heath, and Todd Karvoski. Additionally, Foglesong notified Iannotti that he contributed $300.00
to her campaign, and that she loaned an additional $500.00 to her campaign. Subsequently, Iannotti asked
Foglesong, “So unofficially who gave the extra money”? Foglesong replied, “Me”.

•

Per reviewed phone records, prior to the submission of the Campaign Treasurer’s Report (5:03 PM) on
June 19, 2020, Foglesong’s and Iannotti’s communicated at 4:33:17 PM for 1 minutes and 50 seconds.

•

Per reviewed texts messages, on July 10, 2020, Iannotti inquired about withdrawing some of the remaining
funds in her Campaign Account. Iannotti stated, “Hey so I have about [$]85 left in the campaign bank
account I’m going to see what I need to leave in the account to cover monthly fees but [b]esides that I’m
withdrawing some of the $100 that I put in”.

•

Per reviewed bank records, On July, 10, 2020, Iannotti’s personal bank account only had approximately
$41.00.

•

Per reviewed text messages, on September 20, 2020, Iannotti inquired to Foglesong again about the
campaign contributions. Iannotti stated, “… how much did we officially say we contributed to the
campaign again … Can’t remember”? Foglesong replied, “How much have u had come in?” Iannotti
responded, “No I mean when we first put the cash in”? Foglesong stated, “Think it’s like [$]1200 total”.
Iannotti further inquired to Foglesong, “I get the total I meant me personally … As in how much did I
chip in”? Foglesong replied, “$600 … And taking $100 back as loan repayment”.

•

Per Smith’s statement, he reported that on June 19, 2020, at approximately 12:45 PM, his cousin, Paris
contacted him to inquire if Paris could use his name and address for a campaign donation. Smith stated
that he only received one (1) more phone call from Paris on April 8, 2021, at approximately 4:35 PM.
Paris requested Smith to notify anyone who asked about the campaign contribution to say he in fact made
the contribution. Paris’ and Smith’s mobile phone records confirmed the date and time of the phone calls.
It should be noted that Foglesong’s and Paris’ mobile phone records revealed, Paris sent a text message
to Foglesong at 12:48:04 PM.

•

Per Iannotti’s statement, she deposited cash into her Campaign Account. Subsequently, Iannotti changed
her statement to indicate that the cash deposited into the Campaign Account was from her, the rest of the
funds deposited into the Campaign Account was from checks.
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•

Per reviewed bank records, on June 8, 2020, $100.00 were transferred from Iannotti’s personal Bank of
America Account to open the Campaign Account. The only deposit into the Campaign Account occurred
on June 10, 2020, and it was $1,200.00 in cash.

•

Per Karvoski’s statement, he did not make the $100.00 campaign contribution via check on June 9, 2020,
that was reported to DOS. Karvoski was not asked to make the contribution nor was he asked for his
personal information to be utilized for the contribution.

Based on the facts developed during OEI’s investigation regarding James Eric Foglesong, it can be determined
that:
On June 10, 2020, James Eric Foglesong made an aggregate cash contribution in excess of $50, to wit: a total
cash contribution of $1,200 into Jestine Iannotti’s Campaign at the Bank of America located in Altamonte Springs,
Seminole County, Florida.
On June 10, 2020, James Eric Foglesong made two or more contributions in the name of another in Altamonte
Springs, Seminole County, Florida, to Jestine Iannotti’s campaign, to wit: providing a cash contribution to Jestine
Iannotti’s campaign, knowing that Steven Smith and Todd Karvoski did not make the contributions, and reporting
to the Florida Department of State, Division of Elections on June 19, 2020, that the contributions were made by
Steven Smith and Todd Karvoski via check.
On June 9 and June 10, 2022, James Eric Foglesong used a two-way communication device to facilitate or further
the commission of a felony, to wit: communicated with Jestine Iannotti via mobile phone about going to his office
in Altamonte Springs, Seminole County, Florida, to pick up an envelope containing campaign contributions that
were ultimately deposited into Jestine Iannotti’s Campaign Account and falsely utilizing the name of another
(Steven Smith and Todd Karvoski) as the contributors
On June 19, 2020, James Eric Foglesong, a person acting on behalf of Jestine Iannotti, a candidate for Florida
State Senate for District 9, did falsely report to the DOS information required by F.S.S. 106, to wit: the full name,
address, occupation, amount, and date of contribution of individuals (Todd Karvoski and Steven Smith) who did
not contribute to Jestine Iannotti’s campaign.
On June 19, 2020, James Eric Foglesong did knowingly and willfully make a false, fictitious, or fraudulent
statement or representation, knowing the same to contain any false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or entry, in
a matter within the jurisdiction of the DOS, to wit: submitting Jestine Iannotti’s Campaign Treasurer’s Report to
the DOS, which contained false information to include the full name, address, occupation, amount, and date of
contribution of individuals (Todd Karvoski and Steven Smith) who did not contribute to Jestine Iannotti’s
campaign.
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Based on the facts developed during OEI’s investigation regarding Jestine Iannotti, it can be determined that:
On June 10, 2020, in Seminole County, Florida, Jestine Iannotti accepted and deposited an aggregate cash
contribution in excess of $50, to wit: a total cash contribution of $1,200 into her Campaign Account which was
provided by Eric Foglesong.
On June 19, 2020, Jestine Iannotti, a candidate for Florida State Senator for District 9, acting as a principal, aided,
abetted, counseled, hired, or otherwise procured such offense to be committed, did assist in falsely reporting
information required by F.S.S. 106, to wit: the full name, address, occupation, amount, and date of contribution
of individuals (Todd Karvoski and Steven Smith) who did not contribute to Jestine Iannotti’s campaign, by
knowingly providing the credentials and PIN to James Eric Foglesong to submit the false information to the DOS.
On June 19, 2020, Jestine Iannotti, acting as a principal, aided, abetted, counseled, hired, or otherwise procured
such offense to be committed, did knowingly and willfully make a false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or
representation, knowing the same to contain any false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or entry, in a matter
within the jurisdiction of the DOS, to wit: Jestine Iannotti assisted in the submission of the Campaign Treasurer’s
Report submitted to the DOS, which contained false information to include the full name, address, occupation,
amount, and date of contribution of individuals (Todd Karvoski and Steven Smith) who did not contribute to
Jestine Iannotti’s campaign, by knowingly providing the credentials to James Eric Foglesong to submit the false
information to the DOS.
On October 29, 2021, Jestine Iannotti made a false statement, which she did not believe to be true, under oath, in
regard to a material matter, to wit: testifying to OEI Inspectors that she received campaign contributions via
checks provided by James Eric Foglesong, when she knew she only received and deposited cash into her
Campaign Account.
Based on the facts developed during OEI’s investigation regarding Ben Paris, it can be determined that:
On June 19, 2020, Ben Paris acting as a principal, aided, abetted, counseled, hired, or otherwise procured such
offense to be committed, to wit: Benjamin Paris did assist in the election contribution in the name of another by
obtaining and providing the name and address of Seminole County resident Steven Smith to James Eric Foglesong
that was falsely reported to the DOS as a $200.00 campaign contribution via check to Senate District 9 candidate
Jestine Iannotti, while knowing Steven Smith did not make the contribution.
On June 19, 2020, Benjamin Paris aided the election of Florida State Senate District 9 candidate Jason Brodeur,
to wit: when Benjamin Paris indirectly contributed in the name of another ($200.00 via Steven Smith) to Jestine
Iannotti, thus furthering the candidacy (qualification) of Jestine Iannotti, which was Brodeur’s opponent.
Benjamin Paris did so as a public endorser of Jason Brodeur in his capacity as Mayor and Former Mayor of
Longwood.
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APPENDIX A
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